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In a rapidly transforming cultural system it is pertinent, and increasingly
ne cessary, to pose the question - how and why have socio- cultural things continued than to posit the more conventional question - why have things changed? It is the former
rather than the latter query that has provided the stimulation for anthropological
researches of non- Western peasant and tribal systems during the past several decades .
The cultural anthropologist's active concern for the examination of stability rather
than dynamics has arisen not only from his responsibility to provide the profession
with an intelligible coherent style of life based on a limited span of first - hand
field investigation but also from his theoretical concern with the overall atmosphere
of socio- cultural reality . This orientation preceded the Malinowskian functional
studies of structural content during the immediate post World War I period. It
characterized the fundamental frame of reference of the French school of social
anthropology towards the end of the l ast century . Indeed, the basic idiom of Emile
Durkheim's works was a consistent and constant concern with the question of the reality
and existence of soc iety .
In this p aper I shall be concerned primarily with the constancy of cultural content
in the morphology of the city of Kabul, and with the consequenses that the physical
expansion of Kabul has created for the s~rQunding satellite villages, specifically
Kamari, a village of about 3,500 people . ll) It is posited that the expansion of Kabul
is roughly similar to and can be treated as a phenomenon of urban "slash and burn",
making Kamari and other similar nearby possibilities, potential suburbs with the
eventuality of slums . Kamari is a b ilingual Tajik village located approximately three
miles southeast of Kabul . Kamari is a wheat -growing horticultural village located on
the Logar River, at the northern foothills of the Monaray Ghar mountain range, which
demarcates the southeastern peripheries of the Kabul valley . Dari and Pushtu are the
two ~ain languages of Kamari and other regions of Afghanistan . Almost all Kamari Wal
(people of Kamari) are Sunni Muslims. Kamari is one of the many similar cultural
groupings surrounding the city of Kabul articulating themselves in a symbiosis that
varies from village to village with respect to geographical distance and in terms of
the quality of cultural transactions . The structure and the content of such relationshi ps seem to have a significant degree of historical continuity . The delineable
changes seem to be those of pulsating geographical distance instigated primarily by the
physical expansion of Kabul on the one hand, and by the constant str uggle of the
villages to maximize the gee- cultural distance by re - defining (in a literal sense)
their own physical layout, condusive to and consistnet with maintaining the preferred
historical- stable distance between themselves and the city of Kabul . In other words,
the traditional no-man 's neutral gee- cultural zone has not remained constant .
Afghanistan is substantially rural, and only about five per- cent of its
approximately 16 . 9 million population lives in cities larger than ten thousand . ( 2 )

The field research in Kamari and Kabul for the paper was carried out during JuneSeptember 1970 . The research was sponsored by the American Philosophical Society
with a supplementary travel grant from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Northern Illinois University .
The preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 70th Annual Meeting of
the American Anthropological Association held in New York City on November 18, 1971 .
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Six cities - Herat, Jalalabad , Kabul, Kandahar, Kunduz and Mazar - account for
about 75 per- cent of the urban population (author's estimate). All these cities
have much historical depth, and reflect the cultural traditions of which they ha d
been once an integral part and from which they are now politically separated .
These varied cultural traditions are those that flourished and still exist outside
the national-political boundaries of Afghanistan. For example, Herat has been
historically part of Iran and bears substantial similarity to a Persian- Tajik
t radition rather than to any other tradition within Afghanistan . Obviously, there
are some major common denominator s with other groupings in Afghanistan such as
Islam and the Persian and/ or Pushtu languages . But the variations on such broad
themes reflected i n the various parts of the country provide for substantial
uniqueness . Kandahar and Jalalabad depi ct a Pushtun- Indian cultural atmosphere,
while Mazar- i - Sharif and Kunduz are reflections of Central Asian - Tajik and
Turkmen - cultural varieties . Even Kabul, until recently, was largely Persianspeaking until Pushtuns were encouraged by the Afghan government to settle in the
city. Similar encouragements were provided for "Pushtunization" of other parts
of Afghanistan, especially in the north . Thus, all major Afghan cities are
homogeneous and reflective of regional cultural uniformity . Kabul is the only
major Afghan city where one finds significant heterogeneity .
The cultural uniformity of urban settings in Afghanista n and the rest of
Central Asia is consistent with the sociological type for which Gideon Sjoberg
(1960)* provides distinct diagnostic features . It should be stressed, however,
that the preindustrial urban variety predominant in Central Asia, particularly
in Afghanistan, is functionally specialized , structurally hierarchical, static
with regards to structural content , and entails an overwhelming depth through
time . Moreover, urban settings in Central Asia, by virtue of being parts of
larger socio- cultural-national setti ngs, are politically dependent on outside
consideration . Although this paper will not attempt to entertain an analysis
of taxonomies, it should be stre ssed that the political depende ncy of urban
settings must be taken seriously i n our attempts at classifi cation and comparison .
The obvious implication of the e thnographic reality is significant since our
preindustrial types in Central Asia must be considered non- corporate, open,
marginal and culturally signifi cant only in the context of a much larger,
extra- urban cultural phenomena . It is suggested that the anthropological
accounts regarding other urban socio- cultural entities in this region and
elsewhere ought to be re - examined with respect to closeness , independency,
cultural self sufficiency and marginality particularly in contemporary nonWestern social systems . Anthropology in particular has been prone to genera t e
rather attractive conceptual taxonomic categories for which there has rarely
existed a corresponding ethnographic reality. A glance at anthropological
works in Mesoamerica (Redfield 1956 , Wolf 1957, Lewis 1960);* Circwn Mediterranean (Banfield 1958 , Miner and DeVos 1960, Gulick 1955);* Central Asia
(English 1968, 1966 , Alberts l963);* and South Asia (Dube 1955 , Marriott
1955);* are among many contributions that in one way or another a nd i n varying
degrees , suffer from over- abstraction, conceptual acrobatics a nd/or misleading
(and at times erroneous) ethnographic accounts .
Kabul is a rather new city by compari son with other preindustr ial cities
in Afghanistan . I ts political significance dates back to the beginning of the
Moghuls whe n they made it, early in the 16th century, a stopping point on
their way to I ndia . Prior to this, from the 5th to 7th centuries, the Kabul
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valley was alternated as a political base by the Ratbil, kings of the Kushan
Dynasty . The city became a nominal capital i n 1773 when Timur Shah moved the
seat of government from Kandahar to Kabul. Timur Shah was the son of Ahmad Shah
Sadozai of the Durrani tribe, considered by many to be the father of modern
Afghanistan since he made the first systematic attempt to integrate the various
socio- cultural groupings within the present area of Afghanistan although the
present boundaries were not formally consolidated until the late 19th century.
Prior to the formal move by Timur Shah, the city was primarily a Tajik
commercial center, with much cultural homogeneity, serving at times as a buf'fer
between rival groups within the country. The physical layout of the city was
defined, in part, by two major considerations , the two major sects of Islam,
Shi'a and Sunni . It is assumed that the quartering of these two major sects,
in addition to the concentration of a small ruling elite and occupational classes,
determined the overall physical plan of Kabul until late towards the end of the
Sadozai political reign in Afghanistan .
In 1835, Dost Mohammad from the Mohammadzai branch of the Durrani tribe and
founder of the latest Afghan ruling dynasty (which ended on July 17, 1973)
proclaimed himself Amir. During his two terms as Amir he moved the political
capital with him as this period, marked by acute political instability within
Afghanistan, made it imperative for him to work from a rather portable political
urban bureaucracy. Only in 1880, when Abdul Rahman, the grandson of Dost Mohammad,
assumed the Afghan throne, did Kabul once again become the political capital of
the country, the role it serves today. The population of Kabul at the time of
Abdul Rahman's ascendence is estimated to have been between 50,000 to 100,000
people . With the increasing political stability throughout Afghanistan and the
mountini;i; uoli tical role KFl"'"l had APP1mier. t he capital became the only central
and significant soci6- p9litical....focus in tbe ,country .
With this shift of emphasis - or rather the added political dimension to its
commercial role , the city remained fairly stable, in form and in function . From
1900 until the end of World War II, no s i gnificant changes in the morphology of
Kabul can be recorded . However, it should be mentioned that the new political
significance which the city had assumed toward the latter part of the 19th
century generated a limited addition of new functional structures such as the Amir's
palace, a few governmental buildings and schools and later, some mini- palaces
within a nd outside the city for the exclusive use of the royal family and their
close associates, a pattern which continued until recently. During the 1920's however, there were accelerated and rather hasty provisions prescribed by .Amir
Amanullah, the grandson of Abdul Rahman, for urban planning; Western- style
public buildings and other European imitations . The r uins of a few such completed
structures attest to .Amanullah ' s unsuccessful designs and to an ill- timed
(perhaps unnecessary) cultural encounter between West and East .
Prior to Abdul Rahman ' s consolidation of political instability in Afghanistan
and his establishment of a solid political base in Kabul, there was only one visible
political str ucture in Kabul: Bala Hisar , a military fort (southeast of the present
city), built by the Sadozais . It is assumed (in the absence of reliable evidence)
that there were, immediately before the fall of the Sadozais , some other important
physical str uctures such as mosques, public baths, religious shrines and one or t wo
generalized market places i n the outskirts of the city as well as closer to the
urban core . The only vis i ble change between 1880 and 1945 was the substantial
increase in the population of Kabul, which almost doubled to about 200 , 000 . The
corresponding physical growth of the city was merely the outward expansion of the old
quarters in an east- southeast- southwesterly direction . Nevertheless, the increase
in size was confined to the south of the Kabul River, which generally divides the
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city into north (new) and south (old) zones. The only major developments north of
the Kabul River during this period were the elaboration of the royal palace,
initially built by Abdul Rahman, quarters for military garrisons, some government
buildings and a factory for the manuf'acture of arms. Even the first secular high
school and the first military academy were built south of the Kabul River. The
latter was constructed adj acent to the Bala Hisar.
The old city (with little exception) sprawling south of the Kabul River was
the hub of commercial activity . It was zigza gged by specialized bazaars and major
alleys irregularly defining the boundaries of various quarters (demarked by protective,
confining high walls) and eventually leading to the large, covered, generalized
bazaar called chowk. The minor alleys (foot paths) were primarily tributaries
to the major alleys and bazaars and generally emanated f rom the various entrances
to the quarters. The composition of small quarters was comprised of kinship groups
(corresponding to occupational categories) and that of the larger quarters of
broad ethnic groups . Only the non-Muslim groupings, the Hindus and Jews, occupied
quarters which were totally surrounded by Muslim groupings, all of whom had
either direct or guaranteed secondary access to outside the city or to a rural
no- man ' s land .
Access to the city from across the Kabul River was provided by various
bridges, of which many are still in use . In fact, some of the north- south
thoroughfares of the northern part of Kabul emanate from the northern tips of
these bridges, articulating the old and the new parts in a smooth, coherent blend .
The bazaars are identified by occupational- functional references and the
quarters by ethnic and/or religious terminology . The generalized markets were
located in a way which would make them most easily accessible to outs iders (the
surrounding farming villages) . In the light of the recent expansion of Kabul in
all directions, and the distance between it and the surrounding farming communities,
one can state that such distance had been shrinking gradually, and later on more
rapidly. There is no data on the stability of the economic-cultural relationship
between the various quarters or zones of Kabul and any particular rural communities.
If stable relationships existed, we can assume that they were determined by mere
proximity.
Until the early 1940's, the city was administered by the provincial government of Kabul - and only with regard to policing and collecting sanitation taxes.
For administrative purposes the city was divided into districts \nahias), which
generally correspond to t raditional quarters. But their main function was that
of keeping a kind of "law and order" and enlisting, at random, draftees for the
Afghan army. In 1945 there were 13 nahias, of which 12 were in the old city.
The alleys and pathways, by and large, did not have names and the houses were
not numbered. The most dominant pattern of identifying individual houses
(living quarters) was by teknonymic reference, or by referral to location
versus a commonly known "landmark".
Toward the late 1940's and early 50 ' s the Afghan government embarked on
"economic development" plans which required a new or more elaborate bureaucracy
and accommodations, both cultural and physica~, for a new kind of elite (foreign
and domestic). In addition, beginning in the late 30's and early 40's , Afghanistan
established new and varied "diplomatic", "cultural" and "economic" ties with
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foreign governments. There were such ties prior to this period but on a smaller
scale and with very few other foreign p:overnments. Of particular interest are
the increasing number of foreign educators who began teaching on a selective basis
at all levels of formal educational institutions. This added to the need for
"new" developments and facilities for the "foreigners" . Since most of the educational, governmental and other agencies were already to the north of the Kabul
River, it was feasible to build the new facilities close to them. Thus, the
so- called "new city'' or shahri now was created to provide living quarters and
other secondar y requirements for the new elite and the non- Afghans. The physical
plan (if there was such a thing) was simply a replica of ethnic quarters to the
south of the Kabul River. No attempts were made to build public facilities such
as ce ntr alized sewage disposal and new centralized water resources for this area.
The physical structures were imi tation western adobe s , overshadowed by the use
of t r aditional building materials, architecture, style and technological dicta .
Late in the 1940 ' s, the government (through the office of the first elected
"mayor" of Kabul, a German- educated engineer) embarked on an "urban renewal"
plan which primarily involved the demolition of a large part of the old Kabul,
and the creation of a broad boulevard, styled after an imaginary Western counterpart . The project was swiftly carried out, demolition of an eas~-we st strip of the
old city accomplished , and the construction of new "'modern" buildings began.
These new modern buildings turned out to be mostly brightly painted and indiscriminately concei ved restorations of partially demolished old structures. As a
result, thousands of "old city" dwellers were dislocated and were provided with
easy credit and a lot in the prearranged subdivisions (kartas) in all sections
of old and new Kabul. These s ubdivisions, which were hastily built with all the
traditional trimmings, not only broadened the physical space of Kabul, but more
importantly, attracted many tens of thousands of the rural population from all
parts of the country to the city .
As the Afghan government ' s commitments to "development" increased and as
the possibility for "urban" dwelling became both an easily attained attraction
and, at times , a necessity, new subdivisions (kartas) were created. An obvious
corollary has been the mushrooming population of Kabul - from about 250, 000 in
1950 to about 500,000 in 1969, when the first official census of Kabul was taken
by the Afghan government in cooperation with the United Nations. (Afghan government
and UN estimates) .

Despite its enormous growth in population and size, Kabul has only expanded
its morphology, with little change in respect to cultural content . The streets
and dwellings have neither names nor numbers . The possibility of giving directions to a stranger, for example, are predestined exercises in futility . The
newly created quarters, aside from their outwardly imitative European flavor, are
genuine replicas of old preindustrial Kabul. True, there has been "new industry",
invar iably located outside the city, much limited in scale , and at times a mere
elabor ation of an antecedent cottage industry; paved roads and some very new "modern"
buildings . But the socio- cultural atmosphere, or rather , the content of Kabul ' s
physical form are alarmingly exaggerated continuities from rather remote past
cultural traditions . One might state with much accuracy that Kabul has become
fatter and larger , but it is a macrocosm of an old microcosm, both in form and in
content .
It i s not our purpose here to discuss in detail the continuities of cultural
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patterns, but specifically to discuss the effect of the expanded morphology of
Kabul on a close-by farming- horticultural village , Kamari . The remainder of
this paper will discuss specific physical and cultural changes which have come
about in Kamari due to the physical expansion of Kabul.
Kamari is one of the many dozens of service villages that have existed in
the Kabul River valleys. Their historical function has been to provide the city
with agricultural and/or historical produce. Their crops , f r uits and vegetables ,
have provided them with the cash necessary for their interactions with dwellers
and other socio- cultural groupings, such as the nomads and migratory reapers. The
last two groups have historically been a kind of cultural brokers between the
city and the village and other nearby groupings . Indeed, in Kamari, where
about 50 households of these migratory reapers are employed, they serve the
purpose of providing for a kind of cultural cushion between the village and
Kabul in a variety of ways . Their most prominent function in this regard is
performing constant errands for their employers in the city, such as purchasing
goods, feed and other items only available in Kabul. But the third party role
performed by these migrants is not enough to stop the shrinking physical and
cultural distance between Kabul and Kamari . As indicated earlier, during the past
two decades, Kabul has been expanding at an unprecedent ed rate in all directions
and particularly to the northwest and southeast. Before 1950 , the distance
between the southeastern outer limits of Kabul and Kamari was about six miles.
There was no bus service between the city and Kamari, and the only means of
getting to and from Kabul were either by walking, riding a donkey or sometimes by buses and trucks traveling between Kabul and Jalalabad via the old
gravel road, located about a mile north of Kamari . Thus Kabul, and everything
it symbolized, was quite remote. It war present, or rather, immediate, by
virtue of the government representative hakim) in the district of Bagrami,
in the province of Kabul . Only i n cases of serious dispute, and for pressing
personal reasons, would a Kama:t1 Wal venture out to Kabul .
Land holdings were fairly large, and concentrated mostly in the hands of
absentee landlords who either lived in Kabul, or outside Kamari in another
village or city. There were no residents of Kamari who worked in Kablll and
there were no "Kabulis" who permanently or seasonally resided in Kamari.
There are no census fi~es, but it is estimated that the population of
Kamari was more than 3 , 500 . tl) There were no schools in the village, but access
was available to a government elementary school for boys up to 3rd grade in
Bagrami, about 1! miles away. The local mosques were the only agencies for
formal education which consisted totally of the reading and memorization of
the Koran.
There were no formal social contacts between Kamari and other villages
close by. All males interviewed who had been married during the 1950 ' s had
married from within Kamari. Thus Kamari had existed as a self- sufficient
community, at least with respect to subsistence and other economic necessities.
The only permanent dependency it has had on Kabul has been that of extracting
human waste for use as manure from those areas of Kabul closest to it. But
since the collection of waste took place during the early morning hours,
partially to avoid being seen and partially to out- collect other villages
engaged in the saTe enterprise, contact with the essential dynamics of the
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city were minimal. The collection of waste continues by donkey loads along
the same pattern . Only the location for collection in Kabul has changed to
a newer and close· kar ta, Said~ Mohammed Shah , about 3 mile s from Kamari .
Toward the latter part of the 1950 ' s and during the early 1960 1 s, the
Afghan government's plans for economic development took on an added dimension
of acceleration i n Kabul and ~lsewhere. The country embarked on its 2nd fiveyear plan for economic development . The net result of these developmental
schemes, aside f rom quantitative-statistical gains , was the boost provided
for the expansion of Kabul . Some new structures were built , canmensurate with
ne~ functions . Many existing f acilities were enlarged t o accomodate the increased quantity of t raditional responsibilities . With these elaborations,
Kabul became an attractive place for commerce - national and international and for the Afghan farmer as he became replaced by machines and Western
technological substitutes . A+ the same time, Kabul, not having provided
adequately for the needed employment opportunities of its new residents, became
populated by a substantial number of unemployed who, amon~ other things, could
become a major instrument of political unrest and instability in the future.
In any event, the physical growth of Kabul remained unchecked , and it continues
this way. The new s ubdivisions of several years ago are becoming delapidated
slums because of a too hasty beginning and overcrowding . Consequently the
government has followed the precedent of creating new subdiv isions or kartas
for residential purposes in whatever direction t he possibility presents itself.
To the north and northeast the city has already reached the foothills of Khayr
Khana pass, not many years ago a remote agricultural land . The same pattern
holds true for the expansion of residential areas in all other directions .
The problem has reached s uch proportions that the surroundi ng hills of Kabul
are literally covered by the free - for - all grab for small plots of land .
Since centralized sewage and water facilities are non- existent , the location
of a new building becomes a secondary consideration. I n the absence of a
comprehensive, uniform housing code, along with the almost total lack of
enforcement means for the existing regulations , the construction of a very
poor and a disproportionate quality of dwelling units continues . Understandably,
no s tatistics with regard to housing developments and new construction are
available.
Prior to 1960 the Shah Shaheed karta southeast of Kaoul was the closest
new development to Kamari. Beginning in 1965 permits were issued for construction in the Said Noor Ahmed Shah karta which reduced still further the
distance between Kabul a nd Kamari-:---fn addition , a new textile factory was
built halfway between the southeastern boundary of karta Said Noor Ahmad
Shah and Bagrami, t h{ seat of Bagrami district , one mile from Kamari
proper. As of July 1970 , 27 Kamari Wal were employed in semi-professi onal
jobs . The road to Bagrami from Kabul was paved in 1969 . Taxi service is
available and regular bus service , four times a day, has been inaugurated
recently. Meanwhile , two government elementary s chools up to the 3rd grade one for boys a nd one for girls - have bee n established, and the 3rd grade school
in Bagrami has been extended to the 6th grade .
The success of all these new fac ilities is due , largely, to the moving
into Kamari of a number of government offici als most of whom work for the local
district government . Some six families have moved from Kabul and commute to
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their governmental jobs i n the city. With the opening of the two schools and
the expansion of the thir d, the number of teachers has increased and almost all
the male teachers reside in Kamari's newly- built houses. The women teachers,
however, s till commute from Kabul .
Since Kamari has become a potential new subdivision for Kabul , land
values have nearly doubled in the past three years. Land speculation plays a
major part in land t ransactions and prospecting. The individual Kamari Wal
land owner still seems to res ist succumbing to these intrusions, but the~number of such indLxiduals, as small as it is, is declining. Major landholders, particularly absentee landlords, are most a ctive in capitalizing
on the increasing visibility and proximity of Kabul .
Thus we observe a process of uncontrolled expansion in a preindustrial
city resulting in the decimation of a village cultural tradition which will
become nothing but an urban slum without being given the chance, with
appropriate help, to uproot itself' while maintaining its identity within a
nation whose political viability has always benefited from the diversity of
the small, agricultural tradition. The concern for Kamari and other comparable
places surrounding Kabul becomes a real threat when a community like Kamari
becomes a side dish on the table of a feudal system that is allowed to become
disproportionately fat, and moves in a direction dictated more by its physical
weight than by a commitment to trim down and grow as a healthy body, generating
and maintaining an increasi ngly enlightened cultural psyche.
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(1)

The estimate of 3,500 for Kamari was provided by the Bagrami Hokumat
(Provincial Administrative Sub- district) in the province of Kabul. Also
verified by the investigator.

(2)

Population estimates : The Third Five- Year Economic and Social Plan for
Afghanistan, 1967-1971, Ministry of Planning, Government of Afghanistan,
Kabul : Government Printing Press, 1967.

